long recognized as an essential reference for therapists and surgeons treating the hand and the upper extremity rehabilitation of the hand and upper extremity helps you return your patients to optimal function of the hand wrist elbow arm and shoulder leading hand surgeons and hand therapists detail the pathophysiology diagnosis and management of virtually any disorder you’re likely to see with a focus on evidence-based and efficient patient care extensively referenced and abundantly illustrated the 7th edition of this reference is a must read for surgeons interested in the upper extremity hand therapists from physical therapy or occupational therapy backgrounds anyone preparing for the CHT examination and all hand therapy clinics offers comprehensive coverage of all aspects of hand and upper extremity disorders forming a complete picture for all members of the hand team surgeons and therapists alike provides multidisciplinary global guidance from a who’s who list of hand surgery and hand therapy editors and contributors includes many features new to this edition considerations for pediatric therapy a surgical management focus on the most commonly used techniques new timing of therapeutic interventions relative to healing characteristics and in print references wherever possible features more than a dozen new chapters covering platelet rich protein injections restoration of function after adult brachial plexus injury acute management of upper extremity amputation medical management for pain proprioception in hand rehabilitation graded motor imagery and more provides access to an extensive video library that covers common nerve injuries hand and upper extremity transplantation surgical and therapy management and much more helps you keep up with the latest advances in arthroscopy imaging vascular disorders tendon transfers fingertip injuries mobilization techniques traumatic brachial plexus injuries and pain management all clearly depicted with full color illustrations and photographs february issue includes appendix entitled directory of United States government periodicals and subscription publications september issue includes list of depository libraries june and december issues include semiannual index includes bibliography and indexes subject personal author corporate author title and media index drawn from the extensive database of guide to reference this up to date resource provides an annotated list of print and electronic biomedical and health related reference sources including internet resources and digital image collections readers will find relevant research clinical and consumer health information resources in such areas as medicine psychiatry bioethics consumer health and health care pharmacology and pharmaceutical sciences dentistry public health medical jurisprudence international and global health guide to reference entries are selected and annotated by an editorial team of top reference librarians and are used internationally as a go to source for identifying information as well as training reference professionals library staff answering health queries as well as library users undertaking research on their own will find this an invaluable resource the previous edition of the international encyclopedia of ergonomics and human factors made history as the first unified source of reliable information drawn from many realms of science and technology and created specifically with ergonomics professionals in mind it was also a winner of the best reference award 2002 from the engineering libraries division american society of engineering education usa and the outstanding academic title 2002 from choice magazine not content to rest on his laurels human factors and ergonomics expert professor Waldemar Karwowski has overhauled his standard setting resource incorporating coverage of tried and true methods fundamental principles and major paradigm shifts in philosophy thought and design demonstrating the truly interdisciplinary nature of this field these changes make the second edition even more comprehensive more informative more in a word encyclopedic keeping the format popularized by the first edition the new edition has been completely revised and updated divided into 13 sections and organized alphabetically within each section the entries provide a clear and simple outline of the topics as well as precise and practical information the book reviews applications tools and innovative concepts related to ergonomic research technical terms are defined where possible within entries as well as in a glossary students and professionals will find this format invaluable whether they have ergonomics engineering
computing or psychology backgrounds experts and researchers will also find it an excellent source of information on areas beyond the range of their direct interests
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